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Structured text, that is, line text, each line corresponds to a record, the number of fields in each line is the same, which is equivalent to a two-
dimensional table in the database. Here are some common structured text.

CSV format,  split by ",", Untitled

Txt format，split by ”|”，with title

Understanding Structured Text

Txt format,  split by"\ T" ,  with title 
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A B

1 =file("E:/txt/students_scores.t

xt").import@t()

/@t option, read the first line as the title, 

default "\ t" split

2 =A1.select(CLASS==10) /Select the scores of  class 10 and calculate 

immediately

Small file filtering, select students' scores of class 10

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/students_scor
es.txt").cursor@t()

/@t option, read the first line as the title

2 =A1.select(CLASS==10) /Select the scores of  class 10 and the 
calculation is delayed

3 =A2.fetch() /Fetch data from cursor and perform additional 
calculation in A2 at the same time

Large file filtering, select students' scores of class 10

Text content

A1~A3 results:

A2 result:

Filter



A B

1 =file(“E:/txt/students_scores.c
sv”).import@t(;,”,”)

/SPL can specify the file separator, such 
as ”,” here.

2 =A1.sum(Chinese) /Calculate the total score of Chinese

Small file aggregation，calculate the total score of Chinese

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/students_sco
res.csv").cursor@tc()

/When the separator is ”,”, @c can be used

2 =A1.total(sum(Chinese)) /Calculate the total score of Chinese

Large file aggregation，calculate the total score of Chinese

Text content

A1, A2 results:

A2 result:

Aggregate



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scores

_.txt").import@t(;,"|")
/The file is divided by "|", and SPL can 
specify the separator.

2 =A1.derive(English+Chines
e+Math:total_score)

/Add a column of the total score of 
students

Small file column calculation，calculate the total score of students

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/students_scores
_.txt").cursor@t(;,"|")

/The file is divided by "|", and SPL can 
specify the separator.

2 =A1.derive(English+Chines
e+Math:total_score)

/derive calculates the total score and 
returns the cursor

3 =A2.fetch@x(100) /Fetch data and perform the calculation, 
close the cursor.

Large file  column calculation, calculate the total score of students

Text content

A3 result:
A2 result:

Column calculation



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scores_.txt").im

port@t(CLASS,Chinese;,"|")
/The file is divided by "|", take 
Class and Chinese

2 =A1.select(CLASS==10) /Select scores of class 10

3 =[A2.avg(Chinese),A2.avg(if(Chines
e>=60,Chinese))]

/Calculate the average, and 
the average of students who 
pass the course

Small file comprehensive calculation，
calculate the Chinese average score of the students in class 10 and 
the Chinese average score of the students who pass the Chinese 
Course

Large file comprehensive calculation，
calculate the Chinese average score of the students in class 10 and 
the Chinese average score of the students who pass the Chinese 
Course

Text content A3 result:

A2, A3 results:

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/students_scores_.txt").cu
rsor@t(CLASS,Chinese;,"|")

/Read in Class and Chinese 
by cursor

2 =A1.select(CLASS==10) /Add select calculation

3 =A2.total(avg(Chinese),avg(if(Chines
e>=60,Chinese)))

/Calculate the average, and 
the average of students who 
pass the course

Comprehensive calculation



Problem 1: Specify field separator

Divided by“,” Divided by “|”

A
1 =file(path).import@t(;,“,")
2 =file(path).import@tc()

A
1 =file(path).import@t(;,"|")

File content

SPL code

SPL output

Read file



Problem 2： The first line is the content, no title

No title

A
1 =file(path).import()

File content

SPL code

SPL output

Read file



Problem 3： The automatically recognized field type or date format is incorrect

user_id should be a string, Data format：yyyy/MM/dd

A

1 =file(path).import@t(user_id:string,gender,age,in
sertdate:date:”yyyy/MM/dd”)

File content

SPL code

SPL output

A
1 =file(path).import@t()

2 =A2.run(user_id=string(user_id),insertdate=date(i
nsertdate,"yyyy/MM/dd"))

Normal reading

Correct reading

Correct reading

Normal reading,            
Run function 
modification

Run function 
modification

Read file



Problem 4：Read partial fields

File content

SPL code

SPL output

A
1 =file(path).import@t(CLASS,Chinese)
2 =file(path).import@t(#1,#4)

Read file



Problem 5： character set

File content

SPL code

SPL output

A
1 =file(path).import@tc()

A
1 =file(path:"utf-8").import@tc()

Normal reading Specify character set reading

Normal reading

Specify character set reading

Read file
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A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_score.txt").im

port@t()
/Read in file

2 =A1.sort(Chinese) /Sort in ascending order

Small file sorting 1： Rank students' scores in ascending Chinese order

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scor

e.txt").cursor@t()
/Create cursor

2 =A1.sortx(Chinese) /Sort in ascending order and return cursor

3 =A2.fetch@x(100) /Fetch data

Large file sorting 1： Rank students' scores in ascending Chinese order

A3 result:

A1, A2 results:

Sort



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scor

e.txt").import@t()
/Read in file

2 =A1.sort@z(Math+Englis
h+Chinese)

/Calculate column descending sorting

Small file sorting 2： Rank students' scores in descending order of total 
scores

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scor

e.txt").cursor@t()
/Create cursor

2 =A1.sortx@z(Math+Engli
sh+Chinese)

/Calculate column descending sorting and 
return cursor

3 =A2.fetch@x(100) /Fetch data

Large file sorting 2： Rank students' scores in descending order of total 
scores

A3 result:

A1, A2 results:

Sort



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scor

es.txt").import@t()
/Read in file

2 =A1.sort(CLASS,-
(English+Chinese+Math))

/Sort by ascending class order and total 
scores descending order

Small file sorting 3： Rank students in ascending class order and total scores 
in descending order

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/students_scor

es.txt").cursor@t()
/Create cursor

2 =A1.sortx(CLASS,-
(English+Chinese+Math))

/Sort by requirement and return cursor

3 =A2.fetch@x(100) /Fetch data

Large file sorting 3： Rank students in ascending class order and total scores 
in descending order

A3 result:
A1, A2 results:

Sort



Small file grouping and aggregation

Example： Count the number of user logins in each province

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_reg.csv").import@tc() /Read in file

2 =A1.groups(id_province;count(~):cnt) /count after grouping

A1, A2 results:

Group



Large file grouping and aggregation （small result set）

Example： Count the number of user logins in each province

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_reg.csv").cursor@tc() /Create cursor

2 =A1.groups(id_province;count(~):cnt) /count after grouping

Group

A1, A2 results:



Large file grouping and aggregation （large result set）

Example： Count the total login time of each user

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_reg.csv").cursor@tc() /Create cursor

2 =A1.groupx(user_id;sum(reg_time):total_reg) /sum after grouping and return cursor

3 =A2.fetch(1000)

A1~A3 results:

Group



Small file filtering after grouping

Example： Identify users who log in for less than 1000 minutes

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_reg.csv").import@tc() Read in file

2 =A1.groups(user_id;sum(reg_time):total_reg) / sum after grouping

3 =A2.select(total_reg<1000) /Filtering

Group

A1~A3 results:



Large file filtering after grouping

Example： Identify users who log in for less than 1000 minutes

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_reg.csv").cursor@tc() /Create cursor

2 =A1.groupx(user_id;sum(reg_time):total_reg) /sum after grouping and return cursor

3 =A2.select(total_reg<1000).fetch() /Fetch data and filter

Group

A1~A3 results:



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_re

g.csv").import@tc()
/Read the specified field

2 =A1.id(user_id) /Deduplication, view user ID

Small file deduplicates,  find all user IDs

A1~A2 results:

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/user_info_reg.

csv").cursor@tc()
/Create cursor

2 =A1.id(user_id) /Deduplication, view user ID

A2 result:

Large file deduplicates， find all user IDs

Deduplicate



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.t

xt").import@t(DATE,PID)
/Read the specified field

2 =A1.groups(date(DATE),PID) /Deduplication

3 =A2.len() /Count non duplicate records

Small file count distinct，
Remove the duplicate data by date and product, and then count 
the number of records.

A1~A3 results:

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt

").cursor@t(DATE,PID)
/Read the specified field

2 =A1.groupx(date(DATE),PID) /Deduplication

3 =A2.skip() /Count non duplicate 
records

A3 result:

Large file count distinct，
Remove the duplicate data by date and product, and then count 
the number of records.

Count distinct



A B
1 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.t

xt").import@t(DATE,PID)
/Read the specified field

2 =A1.groups(PID,date(DATE)) /Deduplication

3 =A2.groups(PID;count(1):no_s
date)

/Group, count the days with 
sales records

Small file groups deduplication count，Count the number of 
days with sales records for each product 

A1~A3 results:

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.t

xt").cursor@t(DATE,PID)
/Create cursor

2 =A1.groupx(date(DATE),PID) /Deduplication

3 =A2.groups(PID;count(1):no_s
date)

/Group, count the days with 
sales records

A3 result:

Large file groups deduplication count，Count the number of days 
with sales records for each product 

Group deduplication count



Parallel filtering to filter out the product sales records in October (multi cursor)

A
1 =now()
2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@mt()
2 =file(“E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt”).cursor@t().mcursor()
3 =A2.select(month(DATE)==10)
4 =A3.fetch(100000)
5 =interval@ms(A1,now())

Multiple cursor filtering, method 1: reading data and filtering are parallel

Multiple cursor filtering, method 2: Only filtering is parallel

A4, A5 results:

A
1 =now()
2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@t()
3 =A2.select(month(DATE)==10)
4 =A3.fetch(100000)
5 =interval@ms(A1,now())

Single cursor filtering

A4, A5 results:

Note: when multiple cursors are used, except fetch all, the returned result set may change the original data order.

Parallel 
computing



Parallel group aggregation to calculate the total sales volume of each product (multiple cursors)

A

1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@mt()

2 =file(“E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt”).cursor@t().mcursor()

3 =A2.groups(PID;sum(QUANTITY):total_num)

4 =interval@ms(A1,now())
Multiple cursor filtering, method 1: reading data and filtering are parallel

Multiple cursor filtering, method 2: Only filtering is parallel

A

1 =now()

2 =file("E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt").cursor@t()

3 =A2.groups(PID;sum(QUANTITY):total_num)

4 =interval@ms(A1,now())
Single cursor filtering

Parallel 
computing

A4, A5 results:
A4, A5 results:
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ID NAME DEPT

1 David 1

2 Daniel 2

3 Andrew 1

ID NAME

1 Sales

2 R&D

ID NAME DEPT ID NAME
1 David 1 1 Sales

1 David 1 2 R&D

2 Daniel 2 1 Sales

2 Daniel 2 2 R&D

3 Andrew 1 1 Sales

3 Andrew 1 2 R&D

1. Cartesian product

2. Conditional filtering

ID NAME DEPT ID NAME
1 David 1 1 Sales

1 David 1 2 R&D

2 Daniel 2 1 Sales

2 Daniel 2 2 R&D

3 Andrew 1 1 Sales

3 Andrew 1 2 R&D

ID NAME DEPT ID NAME
1 David 1 1 Sales

2 Daniel 2 2 R&D

3 Andrew 1 1 Sales

Employee.DEPT = 
Department.ID

DepartmentEmployee

SQL Join



ID NAME DEPT
1 David 1

2 Daniel 2

3 Andrew 1

ID NAME

1 Sales

2 R&D

Employee Department
[1, David, 1] [1, Sales]

[2, Daniel, 2] [2, R&D]

[3, Andrew, 1] [1, Sales]

After joining two or more sets, SPL takes the tuple composed of set members as members instead of simply expanding the 
data structures of all sets. SPL is not only more in line with the concept and original meaning of join, the relationship 
between tables is more clear and visible, and the syntax is more concise than SQL.

JOIN/SWITHCH

DepartmentEmployee

SPL Join



Two small files foreign key join 1  Example：Find out employees whose couple age is greater than 80.

A B
1 =file("E:\\txt\\Employees.txt").import@t().keys(ID) /Set ID as primary key

2 =file("E:\\txt\\EmpRel.txt").import@t()

3 =A2.select(Relationship=="Spouse") /Select the spouse relationship in table A2

4 >A3.switch(Emp1,A1;Emp2,A1) /Replace both employee fields in the employee relationship table with corresponding 
records

5 =A3.select(age(Emp1.Birthday)+age(Emp2.Birthday)>80) /Filter out records with the sum of ages greater than 80

6 >A5.run(Emp1=Emp1.Name,Emp2=Emp2.Name) /Change the record to the name field of the record

A1 A2 A3 after A3 executed

Foreign key objectification

A5 after A6 executedA5 after A5 executed

Join calculation

A3 after A4 executed



Two small files foreign key join 2  Example：Find out the department with the youngest department manager.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt").import@t() /Read employee information

2 =file("E:/txt/DEPARTMENT.txt").import@t() /Read department information

3 =A2.join(MANAGER,A1:EID,~:manager) /Employee information foreign key objectification and joins with department Information.

4 =A3.minp(manager.(age(BIRTHDAY))).DEPT /Find the department with the youngest department manager.

A2

A3

A4

Foreign key 
objectification

Join calculation

A1



Two small files foreign key join 3  Example： Add user information in user information table to user credit information table to 
form a wide table.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/lending_info.csv").import@tc() /Read lending information

2 =file("E:/txt/user_info.csv":"utf-8").import@tc() /Read user information, character set is "UTF-8"

3 =A2.group@1s(user_id) /user_id deduplicates，take the first item after grouping to ensure that the primary key is 
unique

4 =A3.fname().m(2:) /List user information other than user ID

5 =A1.join(user_id,A3:user_id,${A4.concat@c()}) /Join the two tables to form a wide table

A1 A2

A5

A3 Foreign key join needs to ensure that the 
primary key must be unique.            
In other words, user ID in A2 must be unique.

Join calculation



One large file joins one small file 1 
Example： Products information and sales information are stored in two tables. Please calculate the total sales of products with sales quantity less 

than 10.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/Products.txt").import@t().primary@i(ID) /Read products file and create index(in-memory table)

2 =file("E:/txt/Sales.txt").cursor@t() /Either single cursor or multi cursor

3 =A2.select(quantity<=10) /Cursor filtering

4 =A3.switch(productid,A1:ID) /Attach foreign key objectification to cursor with switch

5 =A4.groups(;sum(quantity*productid.Price):total) /Sum and aggregation

4 =A3.join(productid,A1:ID,~:products) /Attach foreign key objectification to cursor with join

5 =A4.groups(;sum(quantity*products.Price):total) /Sum and aggregation

4 =A3.join(productid,A1:ID,Price) /Splicing price field with join

5 =A4.groups(;sum(quantity*Price):total) /Sum and aggregation

A1, A5 results:

Method 1

Method 2

Method 3

Join calculation



One large file joins one small file 2
Example: Add user information in user information table to user credit information table to form a wide table.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/lending_info.csv").cursor@tc() /Create cursor

2 =file("E:/txt/user_info.csv":"utf-8").import@tc() /Read user information, character set is "UTF-8"

3 =A2.group@1s(user_id) /user_id deduplicates，take the first item after grouping

4 =A3.fname().m(2:) /List user information other than user ID

5 =A1.join(user_id,A3:user_id,${A4.concat@c()}) /Cursor foreign key joins small table, return cursor

6 =A5.fetch@x(100) /Fetch 100 rows，close cursor

A1 A2

A6

Join calculation



Two large files join
Example： The order table and order details table are stored in two files respectively. Calculate the total consumption amount of each client.

A B

1 =file(“E:/txt/Orders.txt”).cursor@t().sortx(orderid)
/Sortx is not required if the data is known to be ordered by OrderID.

2 =file("E:/txt/OrderDetails.txt").cursor@t().sortx(orderid)

3 =joinx(A1:order,orderid;A2: detail,orderid) /Using joinx to implement, two cursors are joined

4 =A3.groups(order.clientid:clientid;sum(detail.price):amount   ) /Calculate to obtain each client’s consumption amount.

A4 result:Orders table Order details table 

Join calculation



Set operations of small files  1

Example： Find community club members according to requirements.

A B
1 =file(“E:/txt/running.txt”).import@t().(NAME,SURNAME) /Members of running club

2 =file("E:/txt/ball.txt").import@t().([NAME,SURNAME]) /Members of ball club

3 =A1|A2 Sum，the sum of the two clubs

4 =A1&A2 /Union，members who sign up for at least one club

5 =A1^A2 /Intersection，members who sign up for both clubs

6 =A1\A2 /Minus，members who sign up for running club only

A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6

Join calculation



Set operations of small files  2
Example： The user login information is stored in different files monthly. Query the user login information according to different requirement. 

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_login_info_1.txt").import@t().group@1(userid) /User's first login information in January

2 =file("E:/txt/user_login_info_2.txt").import@t().group@1(userid) /User's first login information in February

3 =file("E:/txt/user_login_info_3.txt").import@t().group@1(userid) /User's first login information in March

4 =[A1,A2,A3].merge(userid) /Merge the user's first login information of each month in order according to the userid

5 =[A1,A2,A3].merge@u(userid) /Union，Users who log in at least once in 3 months

6 =[A1,A2,A3].merge@i(userid) /Intersection，Users logged in every month for 3 months

7 =[A1,A2,A3].merge@d(userid) /Difference，Users logged in only in January

A1 A2 A3

A4 A6A5 A7

Join calculation



Set operations of large files
Example： The user login information is stored in different files monthly. Query the user login information according to different requirement. 

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/user_login_info_1.txt").cursor@t().sortx(userid).group@1(userid)
/The first login information of users in January, February and 
March. Sortx is not required if the data is known to be in 
order.

2 =file("E:/txt/user_login_info_2.txt").cursor@t().sortx(userid).group@1(userid)

3 =file("E:/txt/user_login_info_3.txt").cursor@t().sortx(userid).group@1(userid)

4 =[A1,A2,A3].mergex(userid).fetch() /Merge the user's first login information of each month in order according to the userid

4 =[A1,A2,A3].mergex@u(userid).fetch() /Union，Users who log in at least once in 3 months

4 =[A1,A2,A3].mergex@i(userid).fetch() /Intersection，Users logged in every month for 3 months

4 =[A1,A2,A3].mergex@d(userid).fetch() /Difference, users logged in in January and not logged in in February or March

Join calculation
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SQL computing structured text data 1（Filter）

Example: Find out the scores of students in class 10

A B

1 $select * from E:/txt/Students_scores.txt where CLASS=10 /SQL filtering

A1 result:

where



SQL computing structured text data 2（Aggregation）

Example: Calculate the average score of Chinese for all students

A B

1 $select avg(Chinese) from E:/txt/Students_scores.txt /SQL aggregation

A1 result:

select - Aggregation



SQL computing structured text data 3 （Column calculation）

Example: Add a column of total scores of students

A B

1 $select *,English+Chinese+Math as total_score from E:/txt/students_scores.txt /SQL adds a calculated column

A1 result:

Select – Column calculation



SQL computing structured text data 4（case…when…）

Example：Add one column: if the English score is equal to or higher than 60, it will be considered as pass, and 
the others will be considered as fail.

A B
1 $select *,

case English when English>=60 
then 'Pass' 
else 'Fail' end
as English_evaluation 
from 
E:/txt/students_scores.txt 

/SQL adds an “English evaluation” column

A1 result:

case…when…



SQL computing structured text data 5（Sort）

Example： Sort in ascending order of class, and in descending order of total score

A B
1 $select *

from 
E:/txt/students_scores.txt 
order by CLASS,English+Chinese+Math desc

/Sort according to conditions

A1 result:

order by



SQL computing structured text data 6（Grouping and aggregation）

Example： Query the mathematical average of each class

A B
1 $select CLASS,avg(English) as avg_En

from 
E:/txt/students_scores.txt 
group by CLASS

/Grouping and aggregation

group by

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 7（Grouping and filtering）

Example：Query classes with an average English score of less than 70

A B
1 $select CLASS,avg(English) as avg_En

from 
E:/txt/students_scores.txt 
group by CLASS
having avg(English)<70

/Grouping and filtering

having

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 8（Deduplicate）

Example: View class ID

A B
1 $select distinct(CLASS)

from 
E:/txt/students_scores.txt 

/distinct

distinct

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 8（count distinct）

Example: Count the quantity of products

A B
1 $select count(distinct PID)

from 
E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt 

/count(distinct)

count(distinct)

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 9（Group and count distinct）

Example： Count the number of days with sales records for each product  

A B
1 $select PID,count(*) as no_sdate

from 
(select PID
from 
E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt 
group by PID,DATE) 
group by PID

/group+group，group and 
count distinct

2 $select PID,count(*) as no_sdate
from 
(select distinct PID,DATE
from 
E:/txt/PRODUCT_SALE.txt ) 
group by PID

/distinct+group，group 
and count distinct

group by…group by…/distinct…group by…

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 10（Join between files）

Example： Products information and sales information are stored in two tables. Please calculate the total sales of products with sales quantity less than 10.

A B
1 $select sum(S.quantity*P.Price) as total

from 
E:/txt/Sales.txt as S join E:/txt/Products.txt as P
on
S.productid=P.ID
where S.quantity<=10

/join，filter，
aggregate

join——Single foreign key

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 11（ Join between files ）

Example: Query the employees of HR department in California State

A B
1 $select e.NAME as NAME

from 
E:/txt/EMPLOYEE_J.txt  as e join E:/txt/DEPARTMENT.txt as d on 

e.DEPTID=d.DEPTID join E:/txt/STATE.txt as s on e.STATEID=s.STATEID
where 
d.NAME='HR' and s.NAME='California'

/Single layer multi foreign keys join

join——Single layer multi foreign keys

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 12（ Join between files ）

Example：Look up employees in New York state whose manager is in California state.

A B
1 $select e.NAME as ENAME

from 
E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt  as e join E:/txt/DEPARTMENT.txt as d on 

e.DEPT=d.NAME
join E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt  as emp on d.MANAGER=emp.EID
where e.STATE='New York' and emp.STATE='California'

/Multi-layer foreign keys join

join——Multi-layer foreign keys

A1 result:



SQL computing structured text data 13

（Subquery)
Example: Find out the department with the youngest 

department manager

A

1

$select DEPT 
from (select emp.BIRTHDAY as BIRTHDAY,emp.DEPT as DEPT
          from 
          E:/txt/DEPARTMENT.txt as dept 
          left join 
          E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt emp 
         on 
         dept.MANAGER=emp.EID
         ) 
where 
BIRTHDAY=(select max(BIRTHDAY) 

           from ( select emp1.BIRTHDAY as BIRTHDAY 
 from 
 E:/txt/DEPARTMENT.txt as dept1 
 left join 
 E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt as emp1 
 on 
 dept1.MANAGER=emp1.EID

                    )
    )

Subquery

A1 result:



Command line execution of simple SQL (absolute path)

Command line cd to directory esProc/bin的 (where esprocx.exe is located)， execute the script in the following 
format ：.\esprocx+space+”-r”+space+”SQL”.
Example： Calculate the average salary of each department

Running result 

Command line content

  .\esprocx -r “select DEPT,avg(SALARY) from E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt group by DEPT"

Command line



The main directory and search directory can be set in the 
environment tab of the program menu options, as shown in 
the figure:

Command line execution of simple SQL (Relative path)
Example： Calculate the average salary of each department

Running result 

 

Command line content

  .\esprocx -r "select DEPT,avg(SALARY) from EMPLOYEE.txt group by DEPT"

Note: the processed file can be an absolute 

path, or it can be located in the main 

directory or search directory.

Command line
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Multi file merge 1
Example: The employee data of each department is stored in different files in the same directory. Please merge the employee data and sort it according to the 

employee number, and then export it.

A B
1 =directory@p("E:/txt/employee_dept") /List files with full pathnames in the file directory

2 =A1.(file(~).import@t()) /Read employee data of each department

3 =A2.conj().sort(EID) /Merge and sort

4 =file(“E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt”).export@t(A3) /Export

Employee files 

A1 A2 

A3 

Merge and split



Multi file merge 2
Example： Read multi-level directory recursively and merge files under the directory.

A B
1 =directory@p(path) /List the full directory of file names in the directory

2 =A1.(file(~).import()) /Import the file in the root directory

3 =A2.conj() /Merge result

4 =file("d:\\result.txt").export@a(A3) /Export in an appended way

5 =directory@dp(path) /List directories under the directory

6 >A5.(call("E:/esproc_test/readfiles.dfx",~)) /Call this script recursively

A1 A2 A5

File directory

File content

Merge result

Merge and split

A3



Small file split 1

Example： Write employee information into different files by department.

A B

1 =file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt").import@t() /Read employee information

2 =A1.group(DEPT) /Group by department

3 =A2.(file("E:/txt/employee_s/emp_"+~.DEPT+".txt").export@t(~)) /Name files and export

A2 
A1 

File directory

Merge and split



Small file split 2
Example： Data with and without missing values is split into two files.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE_nan.txt").import@t() /Import data

2 =[true,false] /Make sure two groups are divided

3 =A1.align@a(A2,~.array().pos(null)>0) /Divide the data with or without missing values into two groups

4 =A3.(file("E:/txt/employee_N_s/employee_"+["NA","NO_NA"](#)+".txt").export@t(~))
/Export the two groups of data respectively

File directory

Merge and split

A1 

A3 



Large file split 1
Example： Write employee information into different files by department.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE.txt").cursor@t()
2 for A1,100 =A2.group(DEPT)
3 =B2.(file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE/EMP_"+~.DEPT+".txt").export@at(~))

/Read the file with cursor, fetch data by loop, and process the data retrieved each time according to the processing method of small file, but use @a by appending when exporting.

File directory

A2 and B2 in the first loop

Merge and split



Large file split 2
Example： Data with and without missing values is split into two files.

A B
1 =file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE_nan.txt").cursor@t()
2 =[true,false] /Make sure two groups are divided each time

3 for A1,100 =A3.align@a(A2,~.array().pos(null)>0)
4 =B2.(file("E:/txt/EMPLOYEE_N/EMPLOYEE_"+["NA","NO_NA"](#)+".txt").export@at(~))

/Read the file with cursor, fetch data by loop, and process the data retrieved each time according to the processing method of small file, but use @a by appending when exporting.

File directoryA3 and B3 in the first loop

Merge and split
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